
FROM THE 22TH TO THE 26TH, THE SUMMER COURSES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF JAÉN WILL 

TAKE PLACE IN TORRES 

When there’s only a month left to the event, we present posters and definitive brochures 

which contain a new week dedicated to reflection and the debate 

After a winter in which the daily information was loaded with words as: "Unfair terms", 

"Arbitration process", "Nationalized banks", "Foreclosures", "Debt", "Risk premium", "IMF" or 

"ECB", two days of the courses will be dedicated to the abuse of financial institutions and 

markets and to answer the question: are the economic and financial crimes new crimes against 

humanity?. This is one of the titles of the courses. 

We will dedicate, as well, two days to the relationship between the economic crisis and 

immigration, and will try to know to what extent this contributes to the emergence of 

xenophobia. 

Finally, the keys to the decentralization of the State will be discussed in the course entitled: 

"Rethinking the autonomous State: the federalism as a solution for the future?" 

This year, there are some new features to improve the dynamics of the courses, as well as the 

leisure component in them. First of all, FIBGAR has made a website where you can get all the 

information about the courses and speakers: programmes and dates, news in the Newsletter 

section, consultations through a mail contact, period of registration and conditions for it, as 

well as complementary activities. A short film contest will be the new modality of this year, 

aimed at University students, who must collect effort, talent and imagination. As every effort 

always has a bounty, the winner will win a photographic equipment, as well as the diffusion of 

his short film!  

To view the new posters and check all the updated information concerning to the courses of 

this year, you can click on: http://fibgar.org/torres/ 


